A Drosophila Winged-helix nude (Whn)-like transcription
factor with essential functions throughout development
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Abstract

A Drosophila gene, Dwhn, encoding a putative
transcriptional regulator with a DNA binding domain similar
to that of mouse Winged-helix nude (Whn) was cloned. Analyses
of the phenotypes produced by a hypomorphic mutation and
transgene expression suggested a role in cell fate decision
during the differentiation of the compound eye, wing veins
and bristles. During embryonic development, Dwhn expression
started ubiquitously followed by more restricted expression
in striking contrast to the expression patterns of other
Drosophila forkhead (fkh) family genes whose local expression
correlate well to their roles as local homeotic genes. This
broad expression may correspond to the multiple defects in
embryos homozygous for strong alleles, such as the defects in
the formation of central and peripheral nervous systems, germ
band retraction, head involution, and dorsal closure. The DNA
binding specificity of Dwhn differed from that of Whn despite
the strong sequence conservation in the DNA binding domain.
Dwhn is the first invertebrate Whn-like transcriptional
regulator, and should provide insights into the basic
functions and evolution of the whn family genes.
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Introduction

The genetic mechanisms responsible for differentiation in
multi-cellular organisms ultimately converge upon the
transcriptional regulation of genes that are expressed in
specific cell types. Control of transcription depends on the
coordinated activity of DNA binding proteins. Cell specific
gene expression requires both positive and negative
regulatory elements that define the pattern of gene
expression in each cell. A large number of transcriptional
regulators have been identified and they have basically been
classified according to the structural motif involved in DNA
binding.
The family of forkhead/winged-helix transcription
factors are characterized by the conserved 110 amino acid
DNA binding domain, first identified as a region of
similarity between Drosophila Forkhead (Fkh) and rat
hepatocyte nuclear factor 3 (HNF-3) (Weigel et al., 1989; Lai
et al., 1990; Weigel and Jäckle, 1990). The domain consists
of a core derived from α-helical and β-sheet elements with
two flanked wings, resulting in a characteristic threedimensional structure resembling the shape of a butterfly
(Clark et al., 1993). A large number of forkhead/winged-helix
transcription factors have been identified from many
eukaryotic species ranging from yeast to human, based on the
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sequence similarity in the DNA binding domain. Analyses of
the mutant phenotypes or expression patterns of members of
this class of transcriptional regulators implicated their
roles in determination events during embryogenesis and
tissue-specific gene expression (reviewed by Kaufman and
Knochel, 1996).
Winged-helix nude (Whn) has been identified as a member
of the forkhead/winged-helix protein family and is disrupted
by mutations at the nude locus of mice and rats (Nehls et al.,
1994). In mammals, Whn is required for the keratinization of
the hair shaft and the differentiation of the epithelial
progenitor cells in the thymus (Nehls et al., 1996; Brissette
et al., 1996). Whn homologs have been identified from a
variety of vertebrated species including mammals, bony fishes,
a cartilaginous fish and a jawless vertebrated species, and
the cephalochordate amphioxus, but none from invertebrates
(Schüddekopf et al., 1996; Schlake et al., 1997). They share
more than 80% amino acid residues in the DNA binding domain,
while identities of only about 40% were seen with other
members of forkhead/winged-helix proteins even from the same
species. This indicates that the Whn proteins constitute a
distinct subfamily and that the origin of the whn gene
precedes the evolution of the adaptive immune system and
hairs, suggesting functional reassignments during evolution
(Schlake et al., 1997; Kurooka et al., 1996).
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In Drosophila, a number of genes encoding
forkhead/winged-helix family proteins have been reported.
They include the prototypic fkh (Weigel et al, 1989), two
sloppy paired genes (slp1 and slp2) (Häcker et al., 1992;
Grossniklaus et al., 1992), crocodile (croc) (Häcker et al.,
1992; Häcker et al., 1995), four fkh-domain-encoding genes
(FD2 to FD5) (Häcker et al., 1992), and circadian clock
regulated gene-1 (CRG-1) (Rouyer et al., 1997). However, no
Whn-like protein has been identified. Here we report the
cloning of a Drosophila gene encoding a new member of the Whn
type forkhead/winged-helix family of transcription factors.
Its mutant phenotype demonstrated essential functions
throughout development.

Materials and methods

Fly strains and genetics

P-insertional mutagenesis was performed by mobilizing the
incomplete P elements on the second chromosome of Birmingham
2 with a supply of the transposase from P•2-3-32 (Robertson
et al., 1988), and third chromosomal rough eye mutants were
screened. P{ry

+t7.2

=PZ}l(3)06439

06439

ry

506

/TM3, ry

RK

1

SB

Ser

1

was

obtained from the Bloomington Stock Center. Alleles of Dwhn
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were induced by imprecise excision of the P element from
06439

Dwhn

by either X-ray irradiation or transposase-mediated
+

transposition. The alleles were identified by using the ry
marker integrated in the P element construct. Alleles

obtained by X-irradiation were examined for rearrangements in
their salivary gland chromosomes and only strains without
rearrangements at regions other than the 86B region were used.
The Dwhn cDNA fragment containing the entire coding
sequence was cloned into the P-element vector, pUAST (Brand
and Perrimon, 1993), and was injected into early stage
embryos. Somatic clones were generated by use of the FLP-FRT
system (Golic and Lindquist, 1989; Xu and Rubin, 1993).
Expression of FLP was induced by heat shock at 38°C for 1
hour in late stage embryos or early 1st instar larvae with
the following genotype: y w, P{ry
+t7.2

P{ry

+mC

P{w

=neoFRT}82B, Dwhn

X3

+t7.2

(or Dwhn

=hsFLP}12;

06439

)/P{ry

+t7.2

=neoFRT}82B,

=•M}87E.

Histochemistries

Antibody staining of embryos was performed according to
established procedures (MacDonald and Struhl, 1986; Patel et
al., 1989). MAb 22C10 (Fujita et al., 1982) was kindly
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provided by S. C. Fujita, and an anti-phosphotyrosine
antibody was purchased from Upstate Biotechnology, Inc. In
situ hybridization of whole mount embryos (Tautz and Pfeifle,
1989) was performed with digoxygenin-labeled, antisense RNA
probes. Sense-strand RNA probes were used as negative
controls. For in situ hybridization on salivary gland
chromosomes, the digoxygenin-labeled, random-primed Dwhn cDNA
was used as a probe.

Molecular techniques

Standard molecular techniques were employed (Sambrook et al.,
1989). The DNA isolated from Hp126/TM3 flies was partially
digested with Sau3A and the fragments were ligated with EMBL3
arms. The HP126 genomic library was screened with p•25.1
(Rubin and Spradling, 1983) as a probe to recover genomic DNA
flanking the P element inserted in Hp126. The resultant clone
was then used to probe a wild-type Drosophila genomic library
(Tsuda et al., 1993). Fragments derived from the wild-type
genomic clone were used as probes for RNA blot hybridization
and cDNA library screening. A 12-24 hr embryonic cDNA library
in pNB40 (Brown and Kafatos, 1988) was screened and 25
positive clones were obtained. The cDNA and genomic fragments
were sequenced for both strands. The similarity search was
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carried out using FASTA (Wisconsin GCG) and NCBI BLAST
programs.

In vitro binding site selection

A DNA fragment encoding 150 amino acid residues of Dwhn (the
amino acid residue 391 to 540) was obtained by PCR
amplification using the following primers: FDfwsal (5'TAGGTCGACCCGGCTTGGTGAAG) and FDrvnot (5'TAAGCGGCCGCTCTACATCCGAGTC). The fragment was cloned into the
SalI/NotI site of pET32a (Novagen, Inc.), and was confirmed
for the correct coding ability by nucleotide sequencing. The
His-tagged fusion protein was expressed and purified by Nichelate affinity chromatography.
One µg of oligonucleotides with random sequences of 20
nucleotides in the center, 5'CGCTCGAGGGATCCGAATTC(N20)TCTAGAAAGCTTGTCGACGC, were made
double-stranded by incubating with 2 µg of a reverse primer,
5'-GCGTCGACAAGCTTTCTAGA, and 10 units of EX Taq polymerase in
100 µl of Ex Taq buffer (Takara Co., Japan) at 60°C for 3 min.
The polypeptide bound to Ni-chelating resin was preincubated
for 30 min at room temperature in binding buffer (20 mM HEPES
pH7.6, 50 mM KCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 5 % glycerol) with 15 µg
poly(dI-dC). Then, the gel purified double-stranded
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oligonucleotides (0.4 µg) were added and incubated for 15
minutes. The resin was washed six times with binding buffer,
and the buffer was carefully removed and replaced with 100 µl
of Ex Taq buffer. The bound oligonucleotides were amplified
by PCR with the forward (5'-CGCTCGAGGGATCCGAATTC) and reverse
primers. After each round of selection, amplified oligo
nucleotides were checked by gel shift assay. Oligonucleotides
obtained after eight rounds of selection/amplification were
cloned into pBluescript2KS+ (Stratagene) and sequenced
(Pierrou et al., 1994).

Results

Cloning of Dwhn

In a screen for P-insertional mutations with a “rough eye
phenotype”, we obtained a semi-lethal mutant Hp126. A DNA
fragment flanking the P-insertion site was cloned, and was
used to screen both genomic and cDNA libraries. Nucleotide
sequence analyses of the genomic and cDNA clones revealed a
transcription unit composed of two exons (Fig. 1A; DDBJ
accession number for the cDNA sequence is AB028890). The P
element was inserted into the 5’-UTR of the first exon. In
situ hybridization on salivary gland chromosomes revealed the
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location of the transcription unit at 86B1 on the cytological
chromosome map. The lethal P-insertion l(3)06439 locates at
the same position (Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project), and
was found to fail in complementing Hp126. Molecular analysis
demonstrated that the P element is inserted within the intron
(Fig. 1A). Excision of the P element caused the reversion of
the lethal phenotype, indicating that the P insertion is
responsible for the mutation. The cDNA fused to the UAS
sequence was introduced into the fly genome and expressed
under the control of low level constitutive activity of the
hs-GAL4 driver (Brand and Perrimon, 1993) at 25°C, and found
to completely rescue the phenotype of Hp126. The transgene
also partially suppressed l(3)06439 delaying the lethal phase
from embryonic to larval stages. These results indicate that
the mutations affect the identified transcription unit.
The nucleotide sequence predicted a gene product of 720
amino acid residues with a calculated molecular weight of
77,714 (Fig. 1B). A BLAST search demonstrated that the 110
amino acid region (the amino acid residue 409 to 518) closely
resembles the DNA binding domain of the forkhead/winged-helix
family of transcription factors and is most similar to that
of Winged-helix nude (Whn) encoded by the mouse nude gene
(Nehls et al., 1994; Fig. 1C). About 70% of the amino acid
residues at the putative DNA binding domain were identical to
those of the Whn family proteins from chordates (Schlake et
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al., 1997; Fig. 1C), while only 35 to 42 % identities were
seen with those of Drosophila forkhead/winged-helix family
proteins, including Fkh (Weigel et al., 1989), Croc (Häcker
et al., 1992; Häcker et al., 1995), Slp1 and Slp2 (Häcker et
al., 1992; Grossniklaus et al., 1994). The sequence Cterminal to the DNA binding domain was characterized by a
large number of acidic residues, one of the signatures of
transcriptional activation domains. These features suggest
that the gene encodes a transcriptional regulator. Although
the sequence outside the DNA binding domain was not related
to any of the Whn family proteins, we named the gene
Drosophila whn-like (Dwhn) and the two P-induced alleles as
Hp126

Dwhn

and Dwhn

06439

, respectively, based on its remarkable

sequence similarity in the DNA binding domain. The gene was
unique in the Drosophila genome judging from Southern blot
analysis of genomic DNA (data not shown).

Roles of Dwhn in adult development

Hp126

Dwhn

is a hypomorph, and about two thirds of the

homozygotes died as pharate adults. The remainder survived to
adults with rough eyes (Fig. 2B) and notched wings. The
formation of the longitudinal vein 5 was also incomplete in
these escapers and bristles on the notum were occasionally
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lost (data not shown). These phenotypes got more severe in
Hp126

Dwhn

/Dwhn

06439

(Fig. 2C).

Sections of mutant adult eyes revealed an irregular
array of ommatidia, and the inner R7 and, in a lesser extent,
outer photoreceptor cells were missing in a considerable
fraction of ommatidia (Fig. 2E). In the eye disc from a wildtype third instar larva, preclusters of presumptive
photoreceptor cells are formed immediately posterior to the
MF at equal intervals (Fig. 3A). Spacing of the preclusters
were irregular and the clusters occasionally fused to each
other in the mutant eye discs (Fig. 3B). In this region of
the mutant discs, a great increase in dead cells was observed
after staining with acridine orange (data not shown).
Accumulation of F-actin in the cells anterior to the MF in
the mutants should also be noted (Fig. 3B).
Low level expression of UAS-Dwhn directed by the basal
level activity of hs-GAL4 at 25°C produced a rough eye
phenotype due to formation of extra photoreceptor cells in
the majority of ommatidia (Fig. 2F). Both inner R7-like
(arrows) and outer (arrowheads) photoreceptor cells were
formed. The ectopic expression of Dwhn also caused formation
of extra bristles on the thorax and extra wing veins (data
not shown). A high level expression of UAS-Dwhn by heatshock
induction of hs-GAL4 caused lethality.
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Clonal analysis using the FLP-FRT system demonstrated
that clones of cells homozygous for Dwhn

06439

or Dwhn

X3

(see

below) in wing discs induced at late embryonic to early
larval stages were much smaller than their sibling clones
homozygous for the wild-type allele when examined in late
third instar larvae (Fig. 3C). Small mutant clones were
detected in adult wing blades, but no mutant cells were found
at the wing margin or bristles on the notum. In eye discs,
small mutant clones were formed in the regions anterior to
the MF, while no mutant clones were detected posterior to the
MF or in the adult eye (data not shown).

Roles of Dwhn in embryogenesis

To obtain strong alleles of Dwhn, more than 50 alleles were
induced by imprecise excision of the P element in Dwhn

06439

by

either X-irradiation or transposition. All showed embryonic
lethality, but no cytological aberrations were detected at
the 86B region. A Southern blot analysis of an X-ray induced
X3

allele, Dwhn , demonstrated a deletion of a region of more
than 4 kb long including the entire first exon (Fig. 1C).
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However, these alleles demonstrated a phenotype essentially
identical to Dwhn

06439

.

An analysis of the cuticles of the Dwhn

06439

embryos

showed a combination of multiple defects. Most of the embryos
(about 95 %) were defective in head involution, showing the
anterior open phenotype (Fig. 4B and C). Furthermore, about
35 % of them showed a defect in dorsal closure in addition to
the defect in head involution (Fig. 4B). Incomplete germ band
retraction was also seen in about 20 % of the embryos (Fig.
4G). Dorsal closure is a process in which two sheets of
lateral epidermis elongate dorsally and fuse at the dorsal
midline of the embryo. During this process, a dynamic change
in cell shape takes place and the leading edge cells and
their adjacent cells elongate extensively in the dorsoventral direction (Fig. 4D). In the Dwhn

06439

embryos, the

dorsal epidermal cells elongated only partially (Fig. 4E).
Induction of decapentaplegic (dpp) in leading edge cells
through the JNK signaling cascade is an essential process of
dorsal closure (reviewed by Noselli, 1998; Fig. 4F). The
expression of dpp was abolished in some of the leading edge
cells in the Dwhn

06439

embryos (Fig. 4G, arrowhead). We tested

the effect of ectopic expression of UAS-Dwhn driven by hsGAL4 after a brief (30 min) heat shock at 37°C on the dpp
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expression, but no elevation of dpp expression in leading
edge cells was observed (data not shown).
The mutant embryos were stained with the monoclonal
antibody (MAb) 22C10, which stains a subset of CNS neurons
and all PNS neurons (Fujita et al., 1982; Zipursky et al.,
1984; Fig. 5A and C). The results demonstrated that a large
number of both CNS and PNS neurons were missing (Fig. 5B and
D), and in occasional cases all or most of the CNS neurons in
a hemisegment were lost.

Expression of Dwhn

The expression pattern of Dwhn during embryogenesis was
examined by in situ hybridization of whole mount embryos. No
expression was detected in early cleavage stage embryos (Fig.
6A). Expression was first detectable at cellular blastoderm
stage throughout the embryo except in the pole cells (Fig.
6B). During germ band extension, this ubiquitous expression
pattern disappeared leaving expression in a pattern similar
to those of segment polarity genes (Fig. 6C). Later during
germ band extension, a high level of expression became
evident in the central nervous system (CNS) (Fig. 6D). During
germ band retraction, expression also became apparent in the
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peripheral nervous system (PNS) (Fig. 6E), the cardiac cells
(Fig. 6F) and the somatic cells in the gonad (Fig. 6G).
Expression in the third instar larvae was also analyzed
by use of a lacZ reporter in the P element vector inserted in
the enhancer trap line, Dwhn

06439

. The essentially identical

pattern was observed by in situ hybridization. The most
prominent expression was observed in imaginal discs (examples
in the eye-antenna and wing discs are shown in Fig. 6H and
Fig. 7A, respectively), and expression was also evident in
the CNS (brain lobes and ventral ganglions), ring gland and
hindgut (data not shown). Of particular interest is the
elevated expression in the eye disc, starting just anterior
to the morphogenetic furrow (MF) and continuing through the
posterior of the disc (Fig. 6H). In the wing disc, a higher
expression was seen in the dorso-ventral boundary of the wing
pouch (Fig. 7A, arrow). An elevated expression was also
evident in the sensory organ progenitor cells (SOPs) in the
notum (Fig. 7A, white arrowhead), but the expression
decreased to the basal level in their daughter cells.

Negative feedback regulation of Dwhn
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The mouse Whn has been demonstrated to activate the
expression of a reporter gene with a minimal promoter in
cultured cells (Schlake et al., 1997). In addition to its
activity as a transcriptional activator, Whn is also
responsible for repression of the phorborester TPA-responsive,
differentiation genes in keratinocytes (Brissette et al.,
1996). We found the activity of Dwhn to repress its own
expression.
The ptc-GAL4 driver (Brand and Perrimon, 1993) expresses
GAL4 in the expression pattern of patched (ptc), and genes
fused to UAS, a target sequence of GAL4, are forced to
express at the anterior-posterior boundary in the wing disc
(Fig. 7B). When UAS-Dwhn was driven by ptc-GAL4, the
expression of the endogenous Dwhn as detected by the lacZ
reporter in Dwhn

06439

was strongly repressed in the ptc-

expressing regions (Fig. 7C, arrowheads). However, the
expression at the dorso-ventral border in the wing pouch was
retained (Fig. 7C, arrow).

DNA binding specificity of Dwhn

As Dwhn is predicted to be a transcriptional regulator, we
have examined its DNA binding specificity. A
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150 amino acid

polypeptide (the amino acid residue 391 to 540) spanning the
putative DNA binding domain was expressed in bacteria as a
His-tagged fusion protein and purified by Ni-chelate affinity
chromatography. The polypeptide was incubated with doublestranded oligonucleotides in which the central 20 nucleotides
were randomized, and the bound oligonucleotides were
amplified by PCR (Fig. 8A). Following eight cycles of
affinity selection, the resulting oligonucleotides were
cloned and 32 of them were sequenced. Their comparison
revealed a consensus sequence of 10 nucleotides with a core
sequence of 5’-CACC (Fig. 8B). The consensus was, however,
quite different from that of the mouse Whn, a 11 nucleotide
sequence containing the invariant tetranucleotides 5’-ACGC
(Schlake et al., 1997).

Discussion

We have identified the Drosophila gene, Dwhn, which encodes a
putative transcriptional regulator with a DNA binding domain
highly resembling that of vertebrates Whn proteins belonging
to the Forkhead/Winged-helix family of transcription factors.
The mutant phenotypes demonstrated that the gene is essential
for the viability of the fly and is involved in multiple
developmental processes.
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The analysis of the phenotypes produced in the hypomorph
and in the flies with ectopic expression of Dwhn demonstrated
the involvement of Dwhn in the development of the compound
eye, wing and bristles. Either loss or extra formation of
photoreceptor cells by reduced or increased level of Dwhn
activity, respectively, strongly suggested the role of Dwhn
in photoreceptor cell fate decision. Similar effects of
different levels of Dwhn activity were seen on the formation
of wing margin, vein, and bristles. These phenotypes resemble
those produced in flies with loss- or gain-of-function
mutations of the Drosophila EGF receptor (DER) or Notch (N)
signaling pathways, suggesting that Dwhn might be a component
of either of these pathways. Furthermore, mouse Whn has been
suggested to modulate production of transforming growth
factor (TGF)-α (Prowse et al., 1999). Therefore, we analyzed
the genetic interaction of Dwhn

Hp126

with the genes involved in

these pathways, such as DER, sevenless (sev), D-raf, Dsor1,
rolled (rl), pointed (pnt), yan, scabrous (sca) and N.
However, no significant genetic interaction could be detected
when the dosages of these genes were half reduced.
Furthermore, the Dwhn mutations failed to dominantly suppress
the dominant phenotypes produced by rl
allele of rl (Lim et al., 1999), DER

Elp

Su23

, a gain-of-function

(Baker and Rubin,

1992), sev-S11 (Basler et al., 1991), sev-Ras1
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V12

(Fortini et

torY9

al., 1992) or sev-Draf

(Dickson et al., 1996) (data not

shown). We also found no genetic interaction of Dwhn

Hp126

with

dpp, hedgehog (hh) and wingless (wg), which produce signaling
molecules involved in patterning of wing development and MF
progression (for reviews, see: Heberlein and Moses, 1995;
Lawrence and Struhl, 1996). The results suggest that Dwhn
acts in a pathway parallel to these pathways. To elucidate
the role of Dwhn in these developmental processes, it would
be necessary to identify its target genes.
The high levels of expression of Dwhn were seen in the
eye disc, the dorso-ventral boundary of the wing pouch and
SOPs, and these expression patterns also implicated the role
of Dwhn in the differentiation of these tissues. It should be
noted that the cells with elevated Dwhn expression were lost
in the mutant clones during morphogenesis, suggesting the
role of higher Dwhn activity in the differentiation and/or
survival of cells directed to terminal differentiation. The
decreased mutant clone size in imaginal discs also suggested
a role of the basal level Dwhn activity in proliferation or
survival of imaginal disc cells prior to morphogenetic events.
In the eye disc, the elevated expression started just
anterior to the MF, suggesting that the induction of Dwhn is
an early event in the morphogenesis of the compound eye. This
may correspond to the recent observation that the mouse whn
expression encompasses the transition from a proliferative to
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a postmitotic state and that the activation of whn is one of
the earliest events in the production of differentiated cell
in the epithelia (Lee et al., 1999).
During embryonic development, Dwhn expression started
ubiquitously followed by more restricted patterns of
expression. This is in contrast to other Drosophila fkh
family genes such as fkh, slp1, slp2 and croc, whose local
expression in the embryo is well correlated to their
functions as local homeotic genes (Jürgens and Weigel, 1988;
Weigel et al., 1989; Häcker et al., 1992; Grossniklaus et al.,
1994; Häcker et al., 1995). This complex pattern of Dwhn
expression may correlate to the multiple aberrations in the
mutant embryos, such as the defects observed in the nervous
system and the cuticles. The prominent Dwhn expression in the
CNS and PNS and severe defects of these tissues in mutant
embryos strongly suggest the role of Dwhn in CNS and PNS
formation. However, our preliminary experiments with
antibodies against Achaete (Ac) and Evenskipped (Eve)
revealed that neuronal cells expressing these proteins were
variably affected and that no specific cell types or
differentiation events affected by the mutations could be
clearly identified. Furthermore, the occasional massive loss
of whole CNS neurons in hemi-segments (Fig. 5B) might be
indirectly caused by segmentation defects. Thus, the
phenotype in the CNS and PNS is likely to be the results of
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multiple defects. More detailed analysis is required to
ascribe the role of Dwhn in CNS and PNS formation.
The defect in dorsal closure is one of the typical
phenotypes in the Dwhn mutants, and the defect was assigned
to incomplete elongation of leading edge cells. We also found
that the expression of dpp in the leading edge cells was
partially affected. On the other hand, ectopic expression of
Dwhn did not affect the dpp expression. In our preliminary
experiments, no genetic interaction could be detected with
hemipterus (hep) and basket (bsk), which encode the
components of the JNK (Jun amino-terminal kinase) cascade
responsible for the induction of dpp expression in the
leading edge cells (Glise et al., 1995; Glise and Noselli,
1997; Riesgo-Escovar and Hafen, 1997; Hou et al., 1997), nor
with thickvein (tkv) and saxophone (sax), which are involved
in Dpp signaling (Nellen et al., 1994; Penton et al., 1994;
Brummel et al., 1994). Thus Dwhn might affect dpp expression
indirectly. Although Dwhn expression was not detectable in
the dorsal epidermis at the stage of dorsal closure, Dwhn may
participate in an earlier phase of differentiation of the
dorsal epidermis required later for dorsal closure. However,
we can not exclude the possibility that dorsal closure is
indirectly affected by a failure of other morphogenetic
processes in the Dwhn mutants, such as the formations of the
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CNS or the dorsal vessel and germ band retraction, which take
place prior to dorsal closure.
Expression of Dwhn is regulated both spacially and
temporally and also quantitatively throughout development
(Fig. 6). This complex pattern of expression may reflect the
functional aspects of Dwhn during development, and it would
be important to elucidate the mechanisms of its regulation.
The ectopic expression of Dwhn revealed a negative feedback
regulation of Dwhn on itself (Fig. 7C). It should be also
noted that the endogenous expression was not abolished at the
dorso-ventral boundary in the wing pouch, suggesting a
mechanism to shutdown the negative feedback loop for high
level expression.
A new member of the Drosophila forkhead/winged-helix
family proteins was identified in this study. The strong
sequence conservation in the DNA binding domain indicates
that Dwhn shares an evolutionary origin with the chordate Whn
proteins. However, Dwhn differed from mouse Whn in its DNA
binding specificity. Domain-swapping experiments revealed
that the binding specificity of forkhead/winged-helix
proteins is dependent on a stretch of 19 amino acid residues
between the helix 2 and the amino-terminal end of the
recognition helix (helix 3) (Overdier et al., 1994; Pierrou
et al., 1994; Fig. 1C). As the amino acid substitutions at
the amino-terminal side in this region did not affect the
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binding specificity of the Whn family proteins (Schlake et
al., 1997), the substitutions at the carboxyl-terminal side,
where no alteration was found among the chordate Whn proteins,
would be responsible for the alteration of the binding
specificity (Fig. 1C). This suggests that substitutions of
only a few amino acid residues had altered the specificity
for target sequences and that this short stretch of region is
critical for the determination of the binding specificity. It
would be of interest to learn whether these substitutions are
conserved among other invertebrate species and how the
alterations had contributed to their functional assignments.
The origin of the Whn family is apparently much before the
evolution of hairs and thymus, and elucidation of Dwhn
functions may reveal basic aspects of the roles of the Whn
family proteins during development and evolution.
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Legends to Figures

Fig. 1. Structure of the Dwhn gene and its product. (A)
Genomic structure of the Dwhn locus. Exons are indicated with
shaded boxes below the restriction map. The ORF is lightly
shaded. A 297 transposon locates upstream of Dwhn. The
integration sites of the P elements in Dwhn

Hp126

and Dwhn

06439

are indicated. Below the restriction map, the approximate
region deleted in Dwhn

X3

is indicated with a bracket.

Directions of transcription are indicated with arrows. H:
HindIII restriction sites. (B) The amino acid sequence of
Dwhn. The DNA binding domain is underlined. (C) Comparison of
the amino acid sequence in the DNA binding domain with those
of the chordate Whn proteins (Schlake et al., 1997).
Asterisks indicate the residues identical to the mouse Whn
sequence (Nehls et al., 1994), and hyphens indicate gaps
introduced to optimize the alignment. Below the sequences, αhelices (H1 to H3) and β-sheets (S1 to S3) are indicated, and
the 19 amino acid region expected to affect the DNA binding
specificity is marked with + at the bottom.

Fig. 2. Eye defects in the Dwhn mutants. (A to C) Scanning
electron microscopy of adult compound eyes. (A) Wild type.
Hp126

(B) A Dwhn

homozygote. The number of ommatidia was reduced,
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and fusion and irregular orientation of ommatidia are evident.
The number of bristles was also greatly reduced. (C) A
Hp126

Dwhn

/Dwhn

06439

heterozygote. The rare escapers showed

severe eye defects. (D and E) Transmission electron
microscopy of adult compound eyes. (D) Wild type. Each
photoreceptor cell projects a microvillar stack of membranes
called the rhabdomere toward the center of the ommatidium.
The R7 rhabdomere is centrally located and smaller than the
other outer rhabdomeres projected by R1 to R6 photoreceptor
cells. (E) Dwhn

Hp126

/Dwhn

06439

. In some ommatidia, R7

photoreceptor cells and, in a lesser extent, outer
photoreceptor cells were missing. (F) Ectopic expression of
Dwhn caused the formation of extra photoreceptor cells. A
histological section of an eye from a fly with a UAS-Dwhn/+;
hs-GAL4/+ genotype reared at 25°C. Ommatidia were oriented
irregulary due to over production of photoreceptor cells.
Both inner R7-like (arrows) and outer (arrowheads)
photoreceptor cells were produced.

Fig. 3. Observations of imaginal discs from late third instar
larvae. (A and B) Morphogenesis of the compound eye was
severely affected in Dwhn mutants. Eye-antenna discs were
stained with FITC-conjugated phalloidin to visualize cell
outlines. (A) Wild type. Ommatidial preclusters are formed in
the MF (arrowhead) at equal distance. Following MF movement
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from posterior to anterior, rows of sequentially developing
ommatidia can be seen. Posterior is to the right. (B) An
imaginal disc from a Dwhn

Hp126

/Dwhn

06439

larva. Ommatidial

precursors were formed but their positioning and development
were disrupted. Accumulation of F-actin bundle was seen also
in the regions anterior to the MF. (C) A clonal analysis of
X3

Dwhn . Somatic clones were induced during late embryonic to
early larval stages in an imaginal wing disc by the FLP/FRT
system (see the Materials and Methods section). Clones
homozygous for Dwhn

X3

lose the Myc epitope marker and are not

stained with MAb 9E10, while their sibling clones homozygous
+

for Dwhn are stained strongly due to the presence of two
copies of the marker. The sizes of the mutant clones were
much smaller than the normal sibling clones. (D) A tracing of
the clones in (C). Clones homozygous for Dwhn

X3

(blue) and

their sibling clones (red) are indicated.

Fig. 4. Defects in head involution, dorsal closure and germ
band retraction in the mutant embryos. (A to C) Cuticular
preparations of embryos. (A) Wild type. (B) An embryo
X3

homozygous for Dwhn , showing a strong phenotype in which
head involution and dorsal closure were obviously affected.
(C) An embryo with a genotype of Dwhn
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Hp126

/Dwhn

06439

, showing a

weak phenotype; a head involution defect (arrow) and a dorsal
hole (arrowhead). (D and E) Embryos stained with an antiphosphotyrosine antibody, which stains the inner surface of
the plasma membrane. (D) Wild type. Leading edge cells and
their adjacent cells were extensively elongated. (E) An
embryo homozygous for Dwhn

06439

. Leading edge cells and their

adjacent cells elongated only partially. (F and G) Expression
of dpp in the leading edge cells. Whole mount embryos were
hybridized with a dpp antisense riboprobe. (F) A wild type
embryo showing an expression of dpp in the leading edge cells
(arrow). (G) An embryo homozygous for Dwhn

06439

. The dpp

expression was abolished in some leading edge cells
(arrowhead). The germ band retraction was also affected in
this embryo.

Fig. 5. Disruption of the CNS and PNS in the Dwhn mutants.
Embryos were stained with MAb 22C10. (A and B) Dorsal views
of a wild type embryo (A), and an embryo homozygous for
06439

Dwhn

(B), showing the CNS. In occasional cases, all or

most of the CNS neurons in a hemisegment were lost. (C and D)
Lateral views of a wild type embryo (C), and an embryo
homozygous for Dwhn

06439

(D), showing the PNS. Many PNS neurons

were lost and aberrant connections of axons took place among
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the remaining neurons with a violation of segmental
boundaries. Anterior is to the left.

Fig. 6. Expression pattern of Dwhn during development. In
situ hybridization of whole mount embryos (A to G) and an
imaginal eye-antenna disc from a late third instar larva (H)
with an antisense riboprobe. (A) An early cleavage division
stage embryo showing no staining. (B) A blastoderm (stage 4)
embryo showing ubiquitous expression except in the pole cells
(arrowhead). (C) An extending germ band (stage 9) embryo, in
which a segmental pattern of expression became apparent. (D)
A germ band extended (stage 11) embryo showing a prominent
expression in neuroblasts, progenitors of CNS neurons. (E to
G) Germ band retracted (stage 14) embryos. Prominent
expression was evident in the PNS (E), cardiac cells (arrow)
(F), and the CNS and the somatic cells in the gonad (arrow)
(G). Anterior is to the left and dorsal up, except the embryo
in (E), which is viewed from the ventral side. (H) An eyeantenna disc, showing an elevated expression in the region
just anterior to the MF (arrowhead) through the posterior of
the eye region. Anterior is to the left.

Fig. 7. Negative feedback regulation of Dwhn. lacZ activity
was detected in the wing discs from late third instar larvae
with the following genotypes: (A) y w; UAS-Dwhn/+; ry
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506

06439

Dwhn

/+ +, (B) y w; ptc-GAL4/UAS-lacZ, and (C) y w; ptc-

GAL4/UAS-Dwhn; ry

506

06439

Dwhn

/+ +. Endogenous expression of

Dwhn was detected by the lacZ reporter in Dwhn

06439

, and the

normal expression pattern of Dwhn is shown in (A). A high
level expression was seen in the dorso-ventral boundary in
the wing pouch (arrow). An elevated expression was also seen
in the SOPs (white arrowhead), while the expression decreased
to the basal level in their progenitor cells. The expression
pattern of ptc-GAL4 was visualized with a UAS-lacZ reporter
(B). When UAS-Dwhn was ectopically expressed by the ptc-GAL4
driver (C), the endogenous Dwhn expression was repressed in
the pattern of ptc-GAL4 expression (arrowhead), suggesting a
negative feedback mechanism. The endogenous Dwhn expression
was retained at the dorso-ventral boundary in the wing pouch
(arrow).

Fig. 8. The DNA binding specificity of Dwhn. (A) Gel shift
assay of the PCR products. The PCR products obtained after
the indicated cycles of selection/amplification were run in a
polyacrylamide gel following the incubation with the
recombinant His-tagged Dwhn fragment. “C” indicates a control
in which PCR products after six rounds of
selection/amplification were run without incubation with the
recombinant protein. (B) A consensus sequence obtained by
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comparing 32 selected sequences. Above the consensus sequence,
the percentages of the nucleotides counted at each position
are indicated.
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